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THE MOURRE ESTIMATE

FOR DISPERSIVE TV-BODY SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS

JAN DEREZIÑSKI

Abstract. We prove the Mourre estimate for a certain class of dispersive JV-

body Schrödinger operators. Using this estimate we derive some properties of

those operators such as the local finiteness of the finite spectrum and the absence

of the singular continuous spectrum.

1. Introduction

Let X be a vector space isomorphic to R" and 77 a selfadjoint operator•y
on L (X). EA(H) will denote the spectral projection for 77 onto the interval

A c R and A = -j(V • x + x -V) will be the generator of dilations for X.

We say that 77 satisfies the Mourre estimate on A if and only if there exists a

positive number c and a compact operator B such that

EA(H)i[H,A]EA(H) > cEA(H) + B.

It is well known that if 77 is an TV-body operator and E0 is not its thresh-

old then there exists a sufficiently small open interval A containing E0 such

that H satisfies the Mourre estimate on A. This result was first proved by E.

Mourre [Ml] in the three-body case. The first proof for a large class of TV-body

Schrödinger operators was first given in [PSS]; then another, simpler proof was

presented in [FH1]. The Mourre estimate has been successfully used to prove

various facts about TV-body Schrödinger operators including the absence of the

singular continuous spectrum, the local 77-smoothness of certain operators, the

local finiteness of the point spectrum [Ml, M2, PSS, CFKS, Ya], bounds on

the exponential decay of the eigenfunctions, the nonexistence of positive eigen-

values [FH2] and a number of facts on the propagation of certain observables

[SigSofl, SigSof2].

Regular TV-body Schrödinger operators are very commonly used to describe

the motion of TV interacting nonrelativistic particles. They are operators of the

form

1 = 1 ' i<]
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where x¡ is the position of the ith particle, m¡ its mass, and Dt the operator

iVx which describes the momentum of the rth particle [RS3, RS4, Sigl, Ha].

In some situations we need to modify the kinetic energy in H by replacing

the momentum squared by certain more general differential operators.

For instance a system of TV interacting particles can be approximately de-

scribed by the Hamiltonian

N       ,-

(1.2) 77 = £ ^(D)2 + (m,)2 -rrii + Y, V,j{x, - xf.
i=\ i<j

Another example of this sort arises if we consider a particle moving in a crystal.

It is sometimes convenient to assume that its effective kinetic energy is not the

momentum squared but a fairly arbitrary function co¡ of the momentum. If

we make this assumption then a system of TV interacting particles in a crystal

will be described by a Hamiltonian of the form

(1.3) H = Y,o>fDi) + Y,Vij(xi-xj).
i=l i<j

Hamiltonians similar to (1.3) are studied also in the context of a system of TV

interacting spins on a lattice.

All the above-mentioned operators fall into the class of operators which we

will call the dispersive TV-body Schrödinger operators. They are selfadjoint

operators on L2(X) of the form

(1.4) H = to(D)+YJVa(nx)

where {Xa:a es/} is a family of subspaces of X, Xa = X/Xa , na are the

canonical surjections from X onto Xa, va are real functions on Xa, K is

the space dual to X, œ is a real function on K and D is the operator iV on

L2(X).

An important subclass of the dispersive TV-body Schrödinger operators is ob-

tained if we set oj(k) = k . Those operators will be called in our paper the

nondispersive TV-body Schrödinger operators. They are a natural generaliza-

tion of the operators of the form (1.1) and have been studied for instance in

[FH1, FH2, A]. (Note that if co(k) is a positive definite quadratic form on K

then by an appropriate change of coordinates in the configuration space we can

transform 77 into a nondispersive TV-body Schrödinger operator.)

This paper is devoted to a proof of certain properties of a class of dispersive

TV-body Schrödinger operators. Let us begin the description of our results with

a few words on the hypotheses needed in our paper.

Those hypotheses fall into two categories: the explicit and the implicit ones.

The explicit assumptions that we impose on œ mean roughly that co is non-

negative, differentiable and goes to infinity as \k\ goes to infinity. The explicit

assumptions on the potentials are quite straightforward generalizations of the
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analogous assumptions contained in [FH1 or PSS] needed in the proof of the

Mourre estimate in the nondispersive case. Roughly speaking they mean that

va(x") 8°es to zero if \xa\ goes to infinity.

Unfortunately we also will need certain implicit hypotheses on 77. Those

hypotheses describe the spectral properties of the so-called cluster Hamiltonians

Ha which are naturally associated with the operator 77. To explain the necessity

of those hypotheses it is helpful to take a look at the nondispersive case. In this

case the cluster Hamiltonians Ha can be written as a sum of a Hamiltonian Ha

that describes the intracluster energy and a term that describes the kinetic energy

of the intercluster motion. In the dispersive case this is no longer possible in

general. All we can do is write 77a as a direct integral with fibers labelled by Ka

(the space dual to Xa). The projections onto the pure point spectrum of the

fibers of those integrals do not depend on ka e Ka in the nondispersive case,

but in the dispersive case they may depend on ka in a way that is difficult to

control. We deal with this problem by assuming that the cluster Hamiltonians

have especially nice properties around a certain fixed number E0 .

We prove that if all the above mentioned hypotheses are true then there exists

an interval A containing EQ such that operators 77 of the form (1.1) satisfy the

Mourre estimate on A. Our proof closely follows the proof of the Mourre esti-

mate for nondispersive TV-body Schrödinger Hamiltonians contained in [FH1].

In spite of its similarity though, there are a number of technical problems that

do not exist in the nondispersive case.

Once we have proved the Mourre estimate we can show various interesting

results about the spectral properties of dispersive TV-body Schrödinger opera-

tors almost without any work. We just need to invoke certain abstract theorems

contained in [Ml, M2, PSS, CFKS] due to E. Mourre and improved later on

by P. Perry, I. M. Sigal and B. Simon. We show in particular that if H satis-

fies certain hypotheses of the type mentioned above then there exists an open

interval A containing E0 such that:

(1) the pure point spectrum of 77 in A is finite;

(2) there is no singular continuous spectrum in A ;

(3) the operator (\x\ + l)"1/2_£ is locally 77-smooth on A (see [Kal, Ka2,

RS4] for the definition of 77-smooth operators).

Let us make a comment on result (3) mentioned above. The results of

this kind are very useful in the scattering theory. For instance, the local 77-

smoothness of (\x\ + 1)~ "£ in the nondispersive case is an important tool in

the proof of the asymptotic completeness of the TV-body scattering in [SigSofl]

(see also [Del]). We use (3) in [De2] where we study the local Kato-smoothness

of various pseudodifferential operators with respect to certain dispersive TV-

body Schrödinger operators.

Unfortunately, we think that it can be quite difficult to verify the implicit

hypotheses on 77 used in our paper in concrete cases. The only case where

we know how to check those hypotheses is the case of co(k) being a positive
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definite quadratic form (which as we mentioned earlier can be reduced to the

nondispersive case). In this case our implicit hypotheses on 77 are satisfied if

we assume that E0 is not a threshold of 77. (Note that in the general dispersive

case we are not even able to define the notion of a threshold. In the nondisper-

sive case, on the other hand, the set of thresholds of a given Hamiltonian can

be shown to be a relatively small set, namely, a closed countable subset of the

real numbers—see [Ml, PSS].)

2. Basic notation

Throughout this paper X will denote a vector space isomorphic to R" .

{Xf.a e sf} will be a certain finite family of its subspaces. To be consis-

tent with the notation used in the literature we will write ax c a2 whenever

X„ D X„ and a, Ua, = ax whenever X„ n X = X . X will denote X

and X      = {0} . We will assume the following properties of sf :
max

(l>«Uej*,

(2) «max^-

(3) if ax, a2 e sf then axöa2es/ .

#a will denote the maximal number of distinct ai 's such that a = an <"¡

an_x Ç ■■■ Ç. ax = amax. Note that in the usual many particle case the set

sf corresponds to the set of various cluster decompositions and #a has the

meaning of the numbers of clusters in a given cluster decomposition.

We denote X/Xa by Xa . The spaces dual to Xa, X and Xa will be denoted

by Ka, K and Ka . We will fix a scalar product in X which will enable us to

identify Xa with a certain subspace of X and Ka with a certain subspace of

K. na and na will denote the projections of K and X onto Ka and Xa

respectively. If b c a then XJXb will be denoted by Xa .

If y e X and r > 0 then B(y, r) denotes {x e X: \x - y\ < r).

D will denote the operator - iV and Da = - iVa .

a will be the generic name of a multi-index.

If %f is a Hubert space then B(%?) denotes the set of bounded operators

on %?. If B is a selfadjoint operator then a(B) denotes its spectrum. Sim-

ilarly, oc(B),oac(B),osc(B),odisc(B) and oess(B) denote its continuous, abso-

lutely continuous, singular continuous, discrete and essential spectra. If A is a

measurable subset of R then EA(B) denotes the spectral projection of B onto

A. Similarly, EA(B),EA(B), etc. denote the spectral projections of B onto

the continuous, absolutely continuous, etc. part of the spectrum contained in

A.

If y e X then we define the unitary operator  U   on  L (X)  such that

(U (p)(x) = tp(x - y). An operator B e B(L2(X)) will be called a-fibered

whenever U B = BU   for all y e Xa. Such operators can be decomposed as

B = Ik dkaB(ka) where K *-» B(K) is a function from L°°(Ka,B(L2(Xa))).
a

Note that ||Z?|| = esssup||5(A: )||. We will say that B is a-continuous if and only
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if it is bounded, a-fibered and the function ka >-> B(ka) is norm-continuous.

We will say that B is cz-compact if it is a-continuous, B(ka) is compact on

L2(Xa) and lim|fe hoo \\B(ka)\\ = 0. We will say that B is a-finite if it is a

finite linear combination of operators of the form Pf(Da) where P is a finite

rank operator on L2(Xa) and feC™(Ka).

The above defined classes of operator were used in [PSS]. The proofs of the

following simple properties of those operators can be found in [PSS].

Lemma 2.1. (a) The set of a-compact operators is norm-closed.

(b) If C is a-compact and B is a-continuous then CB is a-compact.

(c) The set ofa-finite operators is dense in the set of a-compact operators.

(d) If C is a-compact, Bn e L2(Xa) for n e N and s-limn ooBn = 0 then

"nwJV|| = 0.

Let us prove yet another property of a-compact operators.

Lemma 2.2. Let C be a-compact and Bn be a-continuous for n e N. Suppose

that ka e Ka and lim^^ Bfkf = 0. Then for every e > 0 there exists ô > 0

and n e N such that

(2-1) \\EB{kaÂ)(Da)BnC\\<8.

Proof. It is enough to assume that C = P f(Da) where / e C™(Ka), tp e

L (Xa), \\tp\\ = 1 and P is the projection onto the subspace spanned by tp .

Then

(2.2) \\E     <S)(Df)BnC\\ =     sup     \\Bn(pa)f(pa)tpl
a paeB(ka ,ö)

We will find an n e N such that

(2-3) \\Bn(ka)f(ka)tp\\<e/2.

We will also find ô > 0 such that

(2-4) sup     \\Bn(pa)f(pa)tp - Bn(ka)f(ka)<p\\ < e/2.
paeB(ka,S)

Now (2.2)-(2.4) imply (2.1).    Q.E.D.

3. The Hamiltonian

In this section we introduce the assumptions on the Hamiltonian that we will

use in our paper and study their most immediate consequences.

Let œ be a real infinitely differentiable nonnegative function on K such

that lim,fc, ^ œ(k) = oo. For every aesf let va be a real-valued measurable

function on Xa such that the operator

(3.1) va(nax)(œ(D) + l)-1
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is a-compact.   (For example va can be a bounded measurable function on

Xa suchthat lim. a.   ooua(;ca) = 0.) Clearly, va(nax) 's are relatively bounded

perturbations of co(D) with an infinitesimal bound.

Let us set

V(X) = E Vat**)-
aÇiSf

We define H to be the selfadjoint operator on L2(X)  such that 31(H) =

3(co(D)) and 77 = co(D) + V(x).

Define also

w = E *■*(***)
bCa

and

Ia(X) = 12Vb(7lbx)-
b<£a

The so-called "cluster Hamiltonians" Ha are defined as selfadjoint operators

such that 3(Ha) = 3(co(D)) and 77a = co(D) + Vfx).
Note that 77     = 0)(D) and 77     = 77. We will often write 770 instead of

min max

(o(D). Note also that if b c a then Hb is a-fibered and we can write

7e

77,= /    dkaHt
JK„

(K)-

Let E e R. Then we define ESa(E) = {ka eKa:Ee o(Ha(kf))) , ESpp(E)

= {kaeKa:Eeopp(Ha(ka))}, etc.
Now let us give a list of hypotheses to which we will refer in this paper. The

first family of hypotheses deals with the kinetic energy term.

AI. For all a

limra=0.
|/t|—oo co(k) + 1

Al'. For all a
|a>(fc)l < c
co(k) +1 -  "'

A2. There exist c and TV such that

,TV

A3. For all a

A4.

A5.

co(k)<c(\k-k'\ + l)  w(k').

\k\^oo       co(k) + 1

\(k-V)2co(k)\^c

(co(k) + l)2

lfcl        <c
(co(k)+l)~   ■
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Note that Al' is weaker than AI. Next we list the assumptions concerning

the potentials.

Bl. The form

(co(D) + 1)~ Vx • Vva(nax)(co(D) + l)"1

extends from the space of Schwartz test functions Ay^(X)  to an a-compact

operator.

B1 '. The form

(oj(D) + l)~Vx • Vva(nax)(o)(D) + 1)"1/2

extends to a bounded operator.

B2. The form

(o)(D) + l)~\nx ■ V)2va(nx)(co(D) + l)"1

extends to a bounded operator.

Note that hypotheses Bl, Bl' and B2 are close analogs of similar hypotheses

found in [PSS, FH1, CFKS].

Now we would like to state two implicit hypotheses that will play an im-

portant role in our paper. They describe the spectral behavior of the cluster

Hamiltonians in a vicinity of a certain energy E0 that we keep fixed through-

out the paper.

Cl. For every kae ESPP(E0) there exists an open set Uk   in Ka containing

k , a C1-function U.  3p >-> r\, (n)eR and a norm-continuous function

Uk  3Pa~Pk(pa)eB(L2(Xa))
a a

with values in orthogonal projections such that

\(ka) = EPfEo}(H(ka))

and

"aiPaKfPa) = \(Pa)\(Pa)-

C2. There exists a positive number c0 such that if a e A and ka e ESPP(E0)

then

K-V\(K)^ Co-

Let us look at the meaning of the above hypotheses if co(k) = k2. Clearly,

hypotheses A1-A5 are satisfied in this case. The a-compactness of (3.1) and

hypothesis Bl are equivalent to the compactness of

va(xa)(-Aa+l)-1

and
(-Aa + l)-lxaVva(xa)(-Aa + l)-1

on L (Xa). Note that identical assumptions on the potentials are contained in

[FH1]. Hypotheses B2 and B3 are closely related to hypotheses 2 and 3 from
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Chapter 4 of [CFKS]. Hypothesis Cl is satisfied in the nondispersive case for

all values of E0 . To see this let us note that in the case Hfkf = (ka) + Ha

where 77a is a certain operator on L2(Xa) that does not depend on ka . Let

A7~a denote the set of eigenvalues of 77a (which are usually called the thresholds

of H corresponding to a e sf ). Then ESPP(E) = {ka e Ka:E - k¡ e ATa) .

Now if ka e ESPP(E0) then we can set U^ = Ka , r¡k(pa) = (pff +EQ- (kff

and Pkfpa) = E*{ f}{H*). We easily compute that kaVnk(ka) = 2(kff.

Thus in the nondispersive case C2 is satisfied if and only if Ea <£ |J  ,     AT (in
'max

other words, if E0 is not a threshold of 77 ).

At the end of this section we state a number of propositions about basic

properties of Ha. They are straightforward generalizations of similar facts

which are true in the nondispersive case. For example, it is easy to show the

following fact.

Lemma 3.1. Assume Al'. Let b c a and let z belong to the resolvent set of

Hb(ka). Then the function Ka 3 ka ^ (Hb(ka) - z)~l e B(L2(Xa)) is norm-

dijferentiable.

By standard methods contained e.g. in [RS4 or Ka3] the above lemma implies

the following corollary.

Corollary 3.2. Assume Al'. Let ka e ESff^fEf). Then the following holds:
(a) There exists ô > 0, an open set U in Ka containing ka and an in-

finitely norm-differentiable function U 3 pa h-> P(pa) e B(L (Xa)) with values

in orthogonal finite-dimensional projections such that

P(Pa) = ElE0-S,E0+S]WPa))

for PaeU and

nK) = E{Eo}(Ha(ka)).

(b) IfU3pa^ r¡(pa) e R is a function such that Ha(pa)P(pa) = n(pa)P(pa)

then t\(pf) is infinitely differentiable.
(c) If dim E,E JH(ka)) = 1 then there exists an open set U in Ka containing

ka and an infinitely differentiable function Ü 3 pa -> r¡(pa) e R such that

Ha(Pa)P(Pa) = ri(Pa)P(pa)-

If we compare Corollary 3.2 with hypothesis Cl we see that in some cases

Cl is satisfied automatically. This happens in particular if EQ is a nondegen-

erate isolated eigenvalue for all a e A and ka e ESPP(E0). Unfortunately, if

EQ is an isolated degenerate eigenvalue of Ha(kf) then it may be a point of

bifurcation of the eigenvalues of the family pa \-> Ha(pa). If E0 is an imbed-

ded eigenvalue of Hfkf then in general we can say nothing about the point

spectrum of Ha(pa) for pa close to ka .

The proof of the next fact is also left to the reader.
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Proposition 3.3. Let b c a. Then lim^ ,   ooinf(o,(77ft(rca))) = oo.

Finally let us state a version of the HVZ theorem (see e.g. [RS4]).

Proposition 3.4. Assume Al and A2. Then

*«.W*«))=   U   *CW)-
bca

#b=#a+l

4.  VlRIAL THEOREM

The virial theorem says that if \p is an eigenfunction of a Schrödinger oper-

ator 77 then (tp, i[H, A]ip) = 0. This theorem is formally obvious but since

77 and A may be unbounded some care is required in its proof. Its proofs,

under various assumptions on 77, can be found in [Kalf, We, PSS, CFKS]. The

virial theorem is an important ingredient of the proof of the Mourre estimate

[Ml, FH1, PSS]. We will need a slightly modified variant of this theorem which

is better suited to studying a-fibered operators.

In this section we assume hypothesis Bl. It guarantees that i[H,A] and

i[Ha,A] can be defined as quadratic forms on 3(Hf). Note that i[HaA] is

a-fibered—in fact this is one of the main reasons why the generator of dilations

A is so useful in the TV-body quantum mechanics. It is also easy to see that the

functions

K ~ (H0(ka) + l)~li[Ha,A](ka)(H0(ka) + 1)-'

are infinitely norm-differentiable.

Let us state our modification of the virial theorem. Note that (b) is the

traditional virial theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let a e sf .   Suppose that Qx  and Q2 are a-fibered bounded

operators whose ranges are contained in 3(Hf).

(a) If a ^ amax assume that

HaQ>= T dkan(ka)Qfka)

for i= 1,2 and for some bounded Cl-function r\. Then

Qxi[Ha,A]Q2 = QxDa-Vr1(Da)Q2.

(b) 7/a = amax we assume that HQ¡ = EQi for i =1,2. Then Qxi[H ,A]Q2
= 0.

In the proof of this theorem we need the following technical lemma which is

proved in [CFKS, Lemma 4.5].

Lemma 4.2. Let Rx = ik(A + iÀ)~l .  Then for big X (770 + l)Rx(HQ + l)"1  is

bounded and lim^^tf,, + l)RfH0 + l)~l = 1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We will show only (a). We will follow closely the ap-

proach of [PSS, CFKS]. Define Ax = ARX. Then as a form on 3(HQ) we have
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i[Ha, Ax] = Rf[Ha, A]RX. Thus if <px, <p2 e 3(H0) then

(tpx,i[Ha,Ax]tp2) —+ (<px,i[Ha,A]tp2).

■2/On the other hand if \px,ip2eL (X) then

(Qxipx,i[Ha,Af\Q2xp2) = (Qxipx,i[r](Da),Ax]Q2y/2)

= (Qxipx,Rf[r1(Da),A]RxQ2ip2)

= (R*xQxipx,Da.Vn(Da)RxQ2ip2)

(Qxipx,Da-Vn(Da)Q2ip2).   Q.E.D.
X—>oo

5.  MOURRE ESTIMATE

The main intermediate result of our paper is the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1. Assume Al, A2, A3, Bl, Cl, and C2 to be true. Then there exists

an open interval A containing E0 such that H satisfies the Mourre estimate on

A.

We also would like to state certain generalized variants of the Mourre esti-

mate which contain estimates of the commutator /[77Q, A] depending on the

fibers. There will be actually 4 variants. Two of them estimate the commutator

from below—this is the usual case. The other two estimate the commutator

from above. They are generalizations of the so-called reverse Mourre estimate,

which was first introduced in [SigSofl] where it was used in the proof of the

propagation theorem for TV-body Schrödinger operators.

Let us introduce certain functions that "measure" the positivity of /'[77a, A].

Let c be a number and a esf . Introduce the functions Çca on Ka such that

if a Í flm« then

OU

and

ka.Vnk(ka)    if ka e ES"f(E0),

c otherwise,

c [ 0   if E0 is an eigenvalue of 77,

amax     \ c   otherwise.

Let K > 0. Put

À«'*(*«) = infife):b^a,pheKb, \napb - kj < k},

dcfK(ka) = inf{Cb(pb): bca,pbeKb, \napb - kf < k} ,

pCaK(ka) = suP{Cl(Pb)'- bÇa,pbeKb, \napb - kf < k)

and

PaK(ka) = sup{C>è): bca,pbeKb, \napb - ka\ < k}.

Now we can state our generalized variants of the Mourre estimate.
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Theorem 5.2. Assume Al, A2, A3, Bl, and Cl. Let a e sf , e,K > 0 and

c± e R. Then the following statements are true:

(a) There exists an open interval A containing 7i0 and a-compact operators

Ba   such that

Eà(Ha)(pf 'K(Da) + e) + EA(Ha)B+aEA(Ha)

(5.1) >EA(Ha)i[Ha,A]EA(Ha)

> EA(Hf)(èc- 'K(Da) -e) + EA(Ha)BfEA(Ha).

(b) There exists an open interval A' containing E0 such that

(5 2) EA,(Ha)(pc+'K(Da) + e) > EA,(Ha)i[Ha,A]EA,(Ha)

>EA,(Ha)(dc-'K(Df)-E).

The reason why we stated Theorem 5.2 for an arbitrary a e sf is twofold.

First, the parts of this theorem which estimate the commutator from below

facilitate the inductive proof of Theorem 5.1. In fact, Theorem 5.2(a) for

a = amax implies Theorem 5.1. Secondly, we think that Theorem 5.2 may turn

out to be useful as it stands, for instance in some kinds of propagation theorems

(compare [Del]).

This section and the next one contain the proof of Theorem 5.2. We will

only prove the parts of the theorem that estimate the commutator from below,

since the proof of the other parts is analogous.

In this section we will assume that (a) is proven and we will show (b). The

proof will be based on the fact that both sides of (5.1) and (5.2) are a-fibered

with compact supports in Ka . Thus it suffices to look at the problem "locally".

This idea is the motivation for the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied. Suppose

also that for some open interval A containing E0 and an a-compact operator

Ba

(5.3)    EA(Ha)i[Ha , A]EA(Ha) > (èfK(Da) - e/2)EA(Hf + EA(Ha)BaEA(Ha).

Then for any k e K   there exists ôk > 0 and an open interval A,   containing
a Ka

E0 such that

EB(kaA){Da)E    (Ha)i[Ha,A]E    (Ha)

>EBikaAa)(Da)EAkfHa)(6caK(Da)-e).

Proof. Assume first that ka e ESpp(Ef). Choose ô0 such that k > ô0 > 0

and B(ka,ôQ) c Uk . Lemma Al guarantees that there exist norm-continuous

functions

B(ka,ô0)3Pa~PN(pa)eB(L2(Xa))

with values in finite-dimensional projections such that s-limA,_>oo7>A'(Jpa) =

Pk (pa) and if TV < M then PN(pa ) < PM(p).
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Choose / e C0(Ka) such that supp/ c B(ka,ôf) and f(kf = 1 . Define

F = Il PkfPa)f(Pa)dPa   «id  F» = J® F»{pa)f<Pa)dpa .
If fcfl £ ESPP(E0) we just set 7* = F* = 0.

Note that F is a-continuous and the F   's are a-compact.

For shortness we will write EA instead of EA(Hf). Now write

(5.4) EAi[Ha , A]EA = CX + C2 + C¡ + C3 + C\ + C4

where

Cx=EA(l-FN)i[Ha,A](l-FN)EA,

C2 = EA(l-F)i[Ha,A]FNEA,

C3 = EA(F-FN)i[Ha,A]FNEA,

C4 = EAFNi[Ha,A]FNEA.

We can apply Theorem 4.1 to the last three terms on the right-hand side of

(5.4). Thus

C} + C; + C4 = Da.Vnka(Da)EAFN.

By the continuity of pa >-» Pa-Vr\k (pf), if ô is small enough we can write

(5.5) EB(K5)(Da)(C, + C*, + C4) > EB{ka>S)(Da)EAFN(ka • Vifc. (*J - e/2).

If ô < k then the right-hand side of (5.5) is greater or equal than

EB(ka,ô){Da)EAFN(efK(Da)-e/2).

This takes care of the last three terms on the right-hand side of (5.4).   It

remains to handle the first three terms. By (5.3) we can write

C, >EA(l- FN)(ÖcaK(Da) - e/2) + EA(l- FN)Ba(l - FN)EA.

Thus the proof of our lemma will be completed if we show the following lemma,

which is based on an idea due to B. Simon (see [FH1]).

Lemma 5.4. There exists ô > 0, TV e N and an open interval A.   containing
a

EQ such that

WEB(k ,sfDa)\ [(! - pN)Ba^ - pN) + C2 + ^E      W < *ß-

Proof. Put p = e/6. Note that s-limA,^oo(7"A'(pû) - F(pf)) = 0 and the func-

tion p h-> FN(pa) - F(p ) is norm-continuous. Thus by Lemma 2.2 we can

find ô > 0 and TV e N such that

\\EB{k^S)(Da)[(l-FN)Ba(l-FN)-(l-F)Ba(l-F)]\\<p.

Next choose g e C0(R) such that g(Ha- E0)EA = E&. Define

B = (l-F)g(Ha-E0)i[Ha,A]FN.
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Note that B is a-compact. The inequality

implies

,    1/2 „N   .      -1/2 ôw    1/2 „TV   .      -1/2;.,.    n
(p    F   ±p      B)(p    F   ±p      B ) > 0

pFNEA + p  lEA(l-F)BB*(l-F)EA

>C2 + C*, > -pFNEA - p~lEA(l - F)BB"(l - F)EA.

It remains to show that we will find ô > 0 and an open interval A,   containing
a

Eq such that

(5.6) \\E      ô)(Da)E    (l-F)(Ba±p-{BB*)(l-F)E    \\<p.

Clearly for any y>0 the function g((Ha- Ef)/y)(l - F) is a-continuous and

sfrng(^^yka)(l-F(ka)) = 0.

Moreover, the operators Ba±p~lBÉ* are a-compact. Thus another application

of Lemma 2.2 shows that we can choose ô > 0 and y > 0 small enough such
that

EB(ka,S)(D& (^r3) (' - F^B - *-lmv - F)g (^y^) <p.

This implies (5.6) and ends the proof of Lemma 5.4.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 5.2(b) given Theorem 5.2(a). Let A0 be a certain open interval

containing 7i0 . For any ka e Ka let ôk and A^ be determined in the obvious

way by Lemma 5.3. We may assume that Ak c A0.

The set \JEeA ESa(E) is compact and the family B(ka,ôk ) for ka e Ka is

its open cover. Choose a finite subcover labelled by ka, ... ,k . Now if we

put A' = Pl/li \i then by Lemma 5.3 inequality (5.2) is true.   Q.E.D.

6. Geometric methods

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 5.2. The proof will use

the induction with respect to #a. It will be based on the so-called geometric

method, which has proved very fruitful in the study of TV-body Schrödinger

operators (see e.g. [E, DS, Sim, Sig2, PSS, FH1, CFKS]). Like in the previous

section we will follow very closely the line of argument of [FH1].

An important tool that is used in the geometric method is an appropriate

partition of unity in the configuration space. We will need to construct a whole

family of partitions of unity indexed by a e sf . This is the subject of the

following lemma (which belongs to the folklore of the geometric method—see
e.g. [FH1, PSS]).
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Lemma 6.1. Let a e sf .  There exists a family {x°b e C°°(Xa):#b = #a + 1,

b c a} such that

(a) \daXab\<ca(\xa\ + irM forall a,

(b) for any bx c a such that bx çt b c a  there exists e > 0 such that

\nb'xa\ > e\xa\ - 1 on supp/a .

Proof. Let Sa denote the unit sphere in Xa . Then Xa n Sa with #b = #a+l

and è c a are closed and disjoint for distinct b 's. Let yfb e C°°(Sa) have the

property that

E o02 = i
#6=#a+l

bca

and jf¿ = 1 on a neighborhood of Xb r\Sa. Now it is enough to take xb €

C°°(Xa) such that ^(xa) = xab(xa/\xa\) for |xa| > 1.   Q.E.D.

The following lemma is quite easy in the nondispersive case. In the dispersive

case it follows from Appendix 2 by the methods of pseudodifferential operators.

Lemma 6.2. (a) Assume A1 and A2. Then [770,^(Ara)](770-(-l)~   is a-compact.

(b) Assume A2 and A3. Then [[770,^],^(xa)](770 + 1)_1 is a-compact.

The next lemma is an analog of Lemma 2.2 of [FH1]. We omit its proof,

which given Lemma 6.2 is very similar to that contained in [FH1].

Lemma 6.3. Let b ,bx c a and F e C£°(R). Assume Al and A2. Then

(a) [F(Hb),xab(nax)](H0+l) is a-compact, and

(h) xab(nax)[F(Ha)-F(Hb)](H0+I) is a-compact.

(c) If moreover Bl is true then F(Ha)xab(nax)nax ■ VIab(nax)xab(nax)F(Ha)

is a-compact.

An analog of the following lemma is also contained in [FH1].

Lemma 6.4. Let F e C^°(R) and a esf . Assume Al, A2 and Bl. Then there

exist a-compact operators Ba and Ba such that

(a)

F(Ha)i[Ha,A]F(Ha)=     ¿2    xab(nax)F(Hb)i[Hb,A]F(Hb)xab(nax) + Ba

tea
#¿>=#a+l

and

(b)

f2(Ha)=    E    xl{nx)F2(Hb)xab(nx) + Ba.
bca

#b=#a+\

Proof. We can write

(6.1) [Ha,A]=     Yl    Xab[Ha,A]xab + C
bca

#b=#a+\
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where

C=     E    xll[H0,A],xab].
bca

#b=#a+\

(Note that (6.1) is a generalization of the so-called IMS localization formula—

osee e.g. [Sig2, CFKS].) By Lemma 6.2(b) C(H0 + 1)  ' is a-compact. Thus

(6.2) F(Ha)i[Ha,A]F(Ha)=     £    F(Ha)x¡i[Ha,A]XabF(Ha) + Cx
bca

#b=#a+l

where Cx is a-compact. Now (a) follows from (6.2) by Lemma 6.3. Part (b)

has a similar proof.   Q.E.D.

Now we are ready for the proof of Theorem 5.2.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. We use induction with respect to #a. We start with the

maximal #a , that is, we consider first a = amin . In this case 6C'K = c. Choose
t min

an arbitrary bounded interval A containing EQ . Then

EA(H0)i[H0,A]EA(H0) - (0£ - e)EA(H0) = g(D)

where g is a bounded function on K with a compact support. Let us choose

a continuous function f on K such that lim,k,oof(k) = 0 and f < g.

Set B      = f(D). Then B      is a    -compact and (5.1) is satisfied. Thus we
min min

proved (a) in the case a = amin.

Now assume that a is a certain fixed element of sf and (b) is true for all

b ç a such that #b = #a + 1 . In other words, there exists an open interval A,

containing E0 such that if b Ça and #b = #a + 1 then

EAfHb)i[Hb,A]EAfHb)>(6c'K/2(Db)-e)EAfHb).

Let A2 be an open interval containing EQ such that A2 c A,. Let F c

C¡f(R) have the property that suppT7 c Aj  and F = 1 on A2 .

Clearly dfK/2 > 9cfK/2 for b c a such that #b = #a + 1. By Lemma A3.1

we can choose a bounded continuous function £, on Kn such that

êcaK/2-e>c;>dcaK -e.

Now we can write

(6.3) £    xabF(Hb)i[Hb,A]F(Hb)xab>     £    xabF(Hb)cl(Da)F(Hb)xab.
bCa bca

*b=#a+\ *b=#a+\

By Lemma 6.4(a) the left-hand side of (6.3) is equal to

(6.4) F(Ha)i[Ha,A]F(Ha)-Ba

and the right-hand side of (6.3) is equal to

(6-5) F2(Ha)Ç(Da)-Êac;(Da),
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where Ba and Êa are a-compact. Since Ç(Df) is a-continuous, Ba¿;(Da) is

a-compact. Clearly (6.5) is greater or equal than

F2(Ha)(ècaK(Da)-e)-B^(Da).

This implies (5.2).

Thus we have shown that Theorem 5.2(a) is true for this a e sf . In §5

we proved that Theorem 5.2(a) implies (b). Thus the proof of our theorem is

complete.   Q.E.D.

7. Consequences of Mourre estimate

The Mourre estimate itself may not look like a very interesting fact. Starting

from the Mourre estimate though we can prove a number of deep results about

the spectral properties of the operator 77. In the context of the nondispersive

TV-body Schrödinger operators those properties were first proved by E. Mourre

in [Ml, M2] (see also [PSS, CFKS, JP, JMP, SigSof2]). Often they can be for-
mulated as quite abstract theorems with H and A being self adjoint operators

satisfying rather general assumptions including the Mourre estimate on A c R.

In this section we apply those theorems to dispersive TV-body Schrödinger oper-

ators. We obtain a number of interesting theorems about those operators, which

are the main results of our paper.

The first result follows from the Mourre estimate and the virial theorem by

an argument due to E. Mourre [Ml, PSS, CFKS]. For the convenience of the

reader we repeat this argument in our paper.

Theorem 7.1. Assume Al, A2, A3, Bl, Cl, and C2. Then there exists an open

interval A containing E0 such that H has at most finitely many eigenvalues in

A and each eigenvalue has a finite multiplicity.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1 there exists an open interval A containing E0 such

that 77 satisfies the Mourre estimate on A. Let {\pn} be an infinite family of

orthonormal eigenfunctions of H with eigenvalues in A. Then by Theorem

4.1b) and the Mourre estimate

(7.1) 0 = (ipn,i[H,A]ipn)>c\\wf + {¥n,Bvn).

Since y/n —> 0 weakly and B is compact, the second term of (7.1) goes to zero.

This is impossible because c\\ipn \\   =c>0.   Q.E.D.

Another application of the Mourre estimate is also due to E. Mourre [M1,

M2]. Later on it was improved in [PSS, Ya, JP, JPM] (see also [CFKS]).

Theorem 7.2. Assume Al, A2, A3, A4, Bl, Bl ', B2, Cl, and C2. Assume also

that EQ is not an eigenvalue of H and e > 0. Then there exists an open interval

A containing EQ such that

ïîmsup \\(\A\ + l)~l/2~£(H -p- iô)~\\A\ + l)_l/2_£|| < oo.
¿10 ßeA

The above theorem is a consequence of the following theorem proved in [PSS]

(see also [Ml, M2, CFKS]).
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Theorem 7.3. Suppose that H and A are selfadjoint operators on A%?, A and

A, are open intervals in R such that AcA, and e > 0. Let A%fm be the scale

of spaces associated with the operator H, namely

ßrm = {ipeßr:\\(H2+l)ml2y,\\<o°}

for m > 0 and ßt^_m is the completion of %A in the norm ||(772 + 1)~W/V|| -

Assume moreover the following conditions:

(1) 3(A) n ß?+2 is dense in %"+2.

(2) The form i[H,A] defined on 3(A)C\%f2 extends to a bounded operator

from ß?+2 to ßf_x.

(3) There is a selfadjoint operator HQ with 3(Hf) = 3(H) such that
i[H0,A] extends to a bounded map from £?+2 to £? and 3(A) n3(H0A)

is a core for H0.

(4) The form [[77,^],^] where [H,A] is as in (2) extends from %f2r\3(A)
to a bounded map from ß?+2 to ^_2.

(5) There exists a positive number c such that

(7.2) EAfH)i[H,A]EAfH) > cEAfH).

Then

ÏÏmsup \\(\A\ + l)-l/2~e(H -p- iôf\\A\ + l)-1/2-£|| < oo.
«no ß€&

Proof of Theorem 7.2 given Theorem 7.3. Theorem 5.2(b) in the case a = amax

(which actually in this case can be viewed as a simple consequence of Theorem

5.1) guarantees the existence of an open interval A, containing E0 such that

(7.2) is satisfied. Let A be an open interval such that E0 e A and A c Aj . We

shall verify that all the assumptions of Theorem 7.3 are satisfied for our choice

of H,H0,A,A and A, .

First note that 3(H0) = 3(H). Thus by interpolation, if \m\ < 2 then

the norms ||(772 + l^Vll and ||(7702 + l)m/V|| are equivalent. Now we see

that (1) is true because 5?(X) c 3(A) n^.2 and S"(X) is dense in JT+2. (2)

follows from A3 and Bl'. (3) follows from A3 and finally (4) follows from A4
and B2.   Q.E.D.

Following [Ml, PSS, CFKS] we state a number of straightforward conse-

quences of Theorem 7.2.

Corollary 7.4. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 7.2 are true. Let A be

the interval obtained in this theorem. Then

(a) there is no singular continuous spectrum in A.

Assume moreover A5. Then

(b) Íurí(5i0sup//6A||(|x| + l)-1/2-£(77-iU-;á)-1(|x| + l)-1/2-£||<oo and

(c) there exists c such that if \p e L (X) then

¡:
|;c| + l)   "' 'e'n'EA(H)ip\\2dt<c
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(This property is called the H-smoothness of (\x\ + 1) 1/2 £ on A; see [Kal,

Ka2, RS4].)

Proof, (a) follows by the general criterion contained e.g. in [RS4, §XIIIb]. The

proof of (b) mimicks the analogous proof from [PSS]. It is based on the follow-

ing lemma.

Lemma 7.5. If 0 < ß < 1 then

(7.3) (\A\ + \)ß(H + i)-\\x\ + \)-ß

is bounded.

Proof. Note that

D ■ x(H + i)~\\x\ + l)"1 = D(H + i)"1 • x(\x\ + l)"1 + iD(H + if1

■Vœ(D)(H + i)~l(\x\ + l)~l.

Hypothesis A5 implies the boundedness of D(H+i)~l . Thus (7.4) is bounded.

This implies the boundedness of (7.3) for ß = 1. Now we apply the interpola-

tion.   Q.E.D.

Now Corollary 7.4(b) follows from Theorem 7.2 and Lemma 7.5 by an argu-

ment contained in the proof of Theorem 8.1 of [PSS]. Finally, (c) follows from

(b) by the theory of Kato-smooth operators (see [Kai, Ka2, RS4]).   Q.E.D.

Appendix 1

In this appendix we prove a simple lemma on approximating projection-

valued functions by functions with values in finite-dimensional projections.

Facts of this kind are well known e.g. in the AT-theory of C* -algebras.

Lemma Al.l. Let U be a star-shaped compact subset of Rn . Let U 3 p i->

P(p) e B(A%A) be a norm-continuous function with values in orthogonal projec-

tions. Then there exists a sequence of norm-continuous functions U 3 p h->

PN(p) e B(%A) with values in finite-dimensional projections such that if TV < M

then PN(p) < PM(p) and i-lim^^ PN(p) = P(p).

Proof. It is enough to assume that  U = 5(0,1).   Let p,p   e 5(0,1) and

\\P(P)-P(P)\\< I. Then

||1 - P(p')P(p)P(p) - (1 - P(p'))(l - P(p))(l - P(p'))\\ < 1.

Thus we can define

A(P ,P) = [P(p')P(p)P(p) + (l- P(P))(1 - P(p))(l - P(p'))fl/2P(p')P(p).

Note that A(p ,p) is a partial isometry from RanP(p) to RanP(^'), A(p,p)

= P(p) and A(p ,p) depends norm-continuously on both parameters as long

as ||/>(/>)-7V)ll<l.
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By the compactness of 5(0,1) we can choose n e N such that if p,p €

5(0,1) and \p -p'\ < \ then \\P(p) - P(p')\\ < 1. Now for p e 5(0,1) we
can define

where k is the biggest integer less than n\p\. Clearly, R(p) depends norm-

continuously on p, R*(p)R(p) = 5(0) and R(p)R*(p) = P(p).

Now let 5 be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional projections

such that s- lim^^P'7 = 5(0). Then we can put PN(p) = R(p)PNR*(p).

Q.E.D.

Appendix 2

This appendix contains the elements of the theory of pseudodifferential op-

erators that we need to prove Lemma 6.2. Our approach is based on [Hö] (see

also [Ta]).

Unfortunately, the results that we need in our paper do not follow easily

from those contained in [Hö], although they are very similar to them. This

is why we essentially have to begin at the very foundations of the theory of

pseudodifferential equations.

We start with introducing a certain family of generalized Sobolev spaces.

Let Z be a subspace of a certain finite-dimensional vector space Y and £ a

positive continuous function on Y. Let

(A2.1) {*,:/= l,...,n}

be a basis of Z . Define

&(Y,Z,Ç) = {ueL™(Y): if m = 0,1,... then ||«||{>m < oo}

where
m n

imi^ = E E
k=0il,...,ik=l

Define also

&JY,Z,Ç)= \ueC(Y): if/.,...,/, =1,

(e  .V)---(eL-V)u

,Z,£)= ¡u

.    (yV)-(yVMy) 1
then —!-j-^-   —>   0

Note that 5C(Y ,Z ,£) is a Fréchet space and Jtf^Y ,Z ,£) is its closed sub-

space. We will write &(Y,i) and & (Y,i) instead of &(Y,Y,£) and

&JJ,Y¿).
We say that a positive continuous function £ on y is Z-slowly varying if

and only if there exist C and TV such that for any y eY and z eZ

l;(y)<C(l + \z\)Nc;(y + z).
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Instead of saying that ¡A\ is y-slowly varying on Y we will just say that t\ is

slowly varying.

For further reference we need the following lemma.

Lemma A2.1. Let Ç be a Z-slowly varying function on Y. Then there exists

£e5f(Y,Z,tf) suchthat Ç <Z<c¿.

Proof. Let j eC™(Z) have the property that j > 0 and / j(z)dz > 0. Then

we can set

|(y) = (jzdzC-\l + \z\)-Nj(z)\     jz dzfty - z)j(z).   Q.E.D.

Now let 5 be a quadratic form on the space dual to Y. We define el

to be the map

y(Y) 3<p^ 9"XeimA7tp e S^'(Y)

where AF denotes the Fourier transformation and S^'(Y) is the space of tem-

pered distributions on Y. Clearly, e,B is continuous on A?''(Y). Following

[Hö] we will call e'      tp the Gauss transform of tp .

Now we state a theorem about the Gauss transform on the spaces AAf( Y, Z, c¡)

that is very useful in the study of the pseudodifferential operators.

Theorem A2.2. Let Ç be a Z-slowly varying function on Y. Let 5 be a

quadratic form on the space dual to Y such that if k belongs to the annihi-

lator of Z then B(k) = 0. Then e'B{D) is a continuous map of AAA?(Y,Z ,£,)

into itself and .2^ (Y ,Z ,£,) is its invariant subspace.

The above theorem is very closely related to the results contained in §18.4 of

[Hö].
The proof of Theorem A2.2 is based on the fact that we can identify the form

5 with a unique form acting on the space dual to Z . This enables us to treat

ciß(D) as a direct integral of operators acting on fibers isomorphic to Azf(Z ,<f).

First let us show the following easy lemma based on the Sobolev estimate

and the unitarity of e'

Lemma A2.3. Suppose that I is a nonnegative integer, R e R, k > \ + I,

ueCk(Z) and supp«c 5(0,5). Then

(A2.2) ll(l + l*l)V*(%||w<c£ Halloo-
|a|<A:

Proof. First note that

(A2.3) ||(1 + IzDV^IL < cllc'^IL + c£ \\(zA)'e^u\
(=i

By the Sobolev estimate if kx > \ then

(A2.4) llc'-^IU < c £ |k'Ä(0)a>||:
!"!<*,
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and

(A2.5) IKz^y^lL < c £ ¿ ||(z,.)VB(0)ô>ll2.

Next note that [zi, 5(7))] is a first-order differential operator. This fact and

the unitarity of e'B{D) imply

(A2.6)      ii(z,)v*(o)cr>ii2 < y: e ii(^)/^+a«ii2.

l/*l<//=u

Finally, suppuc 5(0,5) implies

(A2.7) Wiz/d^u^KCyWd^uW^.

If we put together (A2.3)-(A2.7) we obtain (A2.2).   Q.E.D.

Our next lemma says roughly that if r\ is slowly varying on Z then e        is

bounded on Jz^Z, r\) and this boundedness is uniform in r\ in a certain sense.

Lemma A2.4. Let

(A2.8) M > \n + 1 + TV

ara/ /ci t] be a positive continuous function on Z such that for any z ,z eZ

(A2.9) r/(z)<C(l + |z-z'|)%(z').

Then there exist Cj such that if j = 0,1, ...  and u e5C(Z,r\) then

,.1im u   iB(D)    m .      m    u
(A2-!0) Ik       u\\n,j<CjM\i,j+M-

Moreover, Cj can be chosen to depend only on j, TV ,n and C.

Proof. Let us identify Z" with the subset of Z consisting of the vectors with

integral coordinates in the basis (A2.1). Let r > 0 have the property that

U B(k,r) = Z.
¿t€Z"

We can choose a partition of unity jk e C¡f(Z) such that supp7^ c B(k,r),

¿Zk€Z"Jk = ! and \d°j¿\ < ca. Denote j¡¡u by u¡¿. Then

\\d>k\L<c  E     SUP   l9¿Vz)l
\ß\<\a\z€B(k,r)

(A2-ll) <c    sup   |ii(r)|||«||,iH
zeB{k,r)

<c"r}(k)\\u\\tlM.
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Using Lemma A2.3, (A2.9) and (A2.11) we obtain

\(eiB{D)H)(z)\<c(l + \z-k\)—l-N ¿2  \\d>k\

{A2A2) <c'(l + \z-k\)-n-l-Nr,(k)\\u

\a\<M

r\,M

<c"(\ + \z-k\yn-\(z)\\u\\nM.

Thus for any z

(A2.13) £(*"%)(*)
fcez"

is an absolutely convergent series. Set u(z) to be equal to (A2.13). The estimate

(A2.12) implies ||m||^)0 < c||«||^^. Clearly

lim   y^ Ur = u

\k\<R

in 3^(Z). Thus

(A2.14) íiEííí(í)lír^
^°°\k\<R

But we have just proved that the left-hand side of (A2.13) converges pointwise

to a function that we called ü . This shows that

Ik "ll,,0<Cll"ll,,A/-

If we replace u with d"u in the above estimate we obtain (A2.10).   Q.E.D.

Now we are ready for the proof of Theorem A2.2.

Proof of Theorem A2.2. Clearly, we can represent AAA? (Y ,Z ,¡A\) as a direct in-

tegral with the fibers isomorphic to 2C(Z ,£1 +z). Moreover, e,ß(D) acts sepa-

rately in those fibers. Note that the restriction of AA, to y + Z for y e Y satisfies

(A2.9) with the constants C and TV that do not depend on y e Y. Thus the

boundedness of elB(D) on 5?{Y ,Z ,£) follows immediately from Lemma A2.4.

To show that .2^(Y,Z,£) is invariant with respect to e ' it suffices to

note that it is the closure of &(Y) in S'ry,Z,cf) and e'B(D) leaves S"(Y)

invariant. (^(Y) denotes the space of Schwartz test functions on Y.)   Q.E.D.

Now we turn out attention to the main subject of this appendix, namely to

the pseudodifferential operators. Let X be a finite-dimensional vector space

and K its dual. Let u e AAffx x K). We define u(x,D) and u(D,x) as the

quadratic forms on 5^(X) such that if tp ,ip e Af(X) then

1 ixk
(tp,u(x,D)\p)=        ,imXu(e    tp^A^(w))

(271)

and
_i y ¡c _1

(tp ,u(D,x)tp) = u(e       \p®A?    (tp)).
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Clearly, if « is a sufficiently nice function then

(<p,u(x,D)ip) =        dimX I <p(x)u(x,k)ip(y)e'{x'y)kdxdkdy

and

(tp,u(D,x)ip) = J <p(x)u(y,k)w{y)e(x~y)kdxdkdy.

By a straightforward calculation one can show the following fact (see e.g. The-

orem 18.1.7 of [Hö]).

Proposition A2.5. Let u e 5e'(X x K) and v = eiD*'Dku. Then v(x,D) =

u(D,x). Moreover u(x,D)-u(D,x) = w(x,D) where w = /0 o"tc't *' kiDx-

Dku.

The following fact is a consequence of the Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem

(see [Hö, Ta]) and of the compactness of operators with Hilbert-Schmidt kernels

(see e.g. [Ka3]).

Theorem A2.6. (a) If u efA?(XxK, 1) then both u(x,D) and u(D,x) extend

to bounded operators on L (X). Moreover, the maps

5?(X xK,l)3u^ u(x,D) e B(L2)

and

5?(X x K, 1) 3 u h- u(D,x) e B(L2)

are continuous.

(b) If u e S'ççfX x K, 1 ) then both u(x, D) and u(D, x) are compact.

Now let Xa be a vector space and na: X —* Xa a linear surjection. We can

identify the dual of Xa with a subspace Ka of K.

The following lemma follows immediately from Theorem A2.6.

Lemma A2.7. (a) Let u € £?(Xa x K,Xa x Ka, 1). Then u(nax,D) and

u(D, nax) are bounded and a-fibered.

(h)Let ue^f00(XaxK,Xa xKa,l). Then u(nax,D) and u(D,nax) are

a-compact.

Now we are ready to state and prove the result that we use directly in the

proof of Lemma 6.2.

Proposition A2.8. Let n be slowly varying on Xa and p be Ka-slowly varying

on K. Let feC(Xa) and geC(K) have the property that Vfe£f(Xa,n)
and Vg e £A>(K ,Ka ,p). Then

(A2.15) n(nax)-l[f(nax),g(D)]p(D)-1

is a-fibered and bounded on L (X). If moreover

(A2.16) Vfe^X",«)
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and

(A2.17) Vge^fJK,^^)

then (A2.15) ¿j a-compact.

Proof Set ¿;(xa,k) = r¡(xa)p(k) and u(xa ,k) = f(xa)g(k). Then £ is Xa x

Ä^a-slowly varying on Xa x K and

V^ • VAw e Sf(Xa x K, Xa x Ka ,£).

Clearly u(nax,D) - u(D,nax) = [f(%ax),g(D)]. But by Proposition A2.5

u(nax,D) - u(D,nax) = v(nax,D) where v = /„' dxeixD*°'DkiDxa • Dku. By

Theorem A2.2

(A2.18) eirD*°'DkiDx, ■ Dku e 2A(Xa x K,Xa x Ka ,{).

The methods of the proof of Theorem A2.2 also show that en x"' ku depends

continuously on x. Thus

veSf(Xa xK,Xa xKa ,&.

By Lemma A2.1 we can choose i) e 5C(Xa ,r\) and p e AA?(K ,p) such that

t] <i) <cxn and p < p < c2p. Set v(xa ,k) = fj~l(xa)v(xa ,k)p~ (k). Clearly

ve2'(Xa xK,Xa xKa,1). But (A2.15) equals

(A2.19) [r¡-\nax)fi(nax)][v(nax,D)][~p(D)p-\D)].

All the factors in (A2.19) are bounded. Thus (A2.15) is bounded. If moreover

(A2.16) and (A2.17) are true then v e 2'00(Xa x K,Xa x Ka, 1). Thus by

Lemma A2.7(b) the operator (A2.15) is a-compact.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 6.2. We apply Proposition A2.8. We put t](xa) = 1 , p(k) =

co(k) + 1 and f(xa) = xb(xa) ■ In (a) we set g(k) = co(k) and in (b) we set

g(k) = k-Vco(k).   Q.E.D.

Appendix 3

In this appendix we sketch the proof of certain simple facts about estimating

functions by continuous functions.

Let / be a real function on R" and k < 0. Define

f(x)=sup(    inf    f(y)).
k'>k \\x~y\<K' J

It is easy to show the following properties of the operation /A-+ fK .

Lemma A3.1. (a) fK is measurable (even if f is not).

(b) (fi)Ki = fy+«K
(c) Let j eC0(R"), kx>k2>0, supp j c B(0,kx-k2), f j(x)dx = I and

j>0. Then f'<f2* j and /*' * ; < /**.

The following fact is used in §6.
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Proposition A3.2. Let kx> k2> 0. Then we can find a continuous function £

such that y*1 < £ < f*1. If f is bounded then t\ is bounded too.

Proof. Let k = (kx + k2)/2 and k" = (kx - k2)/2 . Let j e C0(R") such that

supp; c 5(0,k"), fj(x)dx = 1 and j > 0. We put £ = f* * j. Now we
apply Lemma A3.1(c).   Q.E.D.
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